The following are examples of common citations in Chicago Style: notes & bibliography. For more examples, consult The Chicago Manual of Style, 17th ed.; available for checkout and at the Reference Desk (REF Z253. U69 2017). Also available online: http://vufind.carli.illinois.edu/vf-isu/Record/isu_1533614.

**BOOKS**

**ONE AUTHOR**


**TWO OR MORE AUTHORS**


**ELECTRONIC BOOK**


**EDITED BOOK OR COMPILATION**


**EDITION OTHER THAN THE FIRST**


**CHAPTER IN AN EDITED BOOK**


**ARTICLES**

For articles found online use the DOI in place of URL, if available.

**JOURNAL ARTICLE**


**MAGAZINE**


**NEWSPAPER**


**DAILY NEWSPAPER, NO AUTHOR**


# ELECTRONIC SOURCES

### Web Site


### Web Site - Corporation


### Blog Post


### Online Video


### TV Show, Single Episode

- **N:** X-Files, Season 11, Episode 3, "Plus One," directed by Kevin Hooks, written by Chris Carter, featuring David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson, and Karin Konoval, aired January 17, 2018, on Fox, https://www.fox.com/watch/83d60adac8590fba71eb 6e3608b0ea0e/

- **B:** Hooks, Kevin, dir. X-Files. Season 11, Episode 3, "Plus One." Aired January 17, 2018, on Fox, https://www.fox.com/watch/83d60adac8590fba 71eb6e3608b0ea0e/

## OTHER SOURCE TYPES

### Government Publication

- **N:** Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, Pirating the American dream: intellectual property theft’s impact on America's place in the global economy and strategies for improving enforcement, 109th Cong., 2nd sess., 2007, http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS121593.


### DVD / Blue-Ray

- **N:** "Crop Duster Attack," North by Northwest, directed by Alfred Hitchcock (1959; Burbank, CA: Warner Home Video, 2000), DVD.


### Social Media

Is most often cited in text and may be included in a note. Rarely included as part of the bibliography.

- **N:** Pete Souza (@petesouza), “President Obama bids farewell to President Xi of China at the conclusion of the Nuclear Security Summit,” Instagram photo, April 1, 2016, https://www.instagram.com/p/BDrmfXTtNCt/.

### Interviews, Email, and Other Personal Communication

- **N:** Jonathon Smith, e-mail message to author, January 4, 2012.

  Note: These types of sources are rarely included in the bibliography. Cite in the text or note.

## Additional Information

Citing Sources - Milner Web Guide http://guides.library.illinoisstate.edu/citing/chicago

Chicago Manual of Style Online http://vufind.carli.illinois.edu/vf-isu/Record/isu_1533614